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ASUM Senate Minutes
Saturday, February 27th, 2016
UC 330/331 8 a.m.
Chair Story called the meeting to order at 8:10 a.m. Present: President Meixner, Vice President
Story, Business Manager Smith; and Senators Bundy, Carlson, Chaudry, Engebretson, Fettig,
Fitzgerald, Folsom, Forstag, Fossen, Greenfield, Harrison, Hopingardner, Keller, Kronenberg,
La’a, McDermott, Morsette, Nelson, O’Malley, Orr, Scott, C. Smith, W. Smith, and Widmyer.
Excused: Senator Frazier
ER-Executive Recommendation
PQ-Previous Question
PV-Placard Vote
RCV-Roll Call Vote
ASUM AGENCIES
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to OPEN AGENCIES. PASS
WITH NO OBJECTION

ADMINISTRATION
•
•

•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-CHESTNUT to OPEN ADMIN. PASS WITH NO
OBJECTION
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-GREENFIELD to APPROVE ER
o A motion was made by FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT to INCREASE 61225 BY
$1410.75 WITH SUBSEQUENT BENEFITS. PASS by PV.
PQ PASS TO CLOSE.

CHILD CARE
•
•

•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-W. SMITH to APPROVE $201,060.05.
WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-W. SMITH to APPROVE $197,660.05
$197,360.05.
o A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to REDUCE 62225
BY $300. PASS by PV.
PQ PASS TO CLOSE.

LEGAL SERVICES
•

A motion was made by NELSON-ENGEBRETSON to APPROVE ER OF $248.517.36.
PASS by PV.

PRODUCTIONS
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•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-NELSON to APPROVE ER OF $0. PASS by
PV.

OFF-CAMPUS RENTER CENTER
•

A motion was made by FOSSEN-NELSON to APPROVE ER OF $36,868.87. PASS by
PV.

SUSTAINABILITY
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MCDERMOTT to APPROVE ER OF
$3,004.00. PASS by UC.

•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-W. SMITH to CLOSE AGENCIES AND
OPEN UNIONS. PASS by UC.

SPORTS UNION
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-ENGEBRETSON to APPROVE ER OF
$24,201.52. PASS by PV.

MUSIC UNION
•

•

A motion was made by NELSON-WIDMYER to APPROVE ER OF $26,427.25 .
$29,427.25
o A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to INCREASE 62102
BY $3,000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-O’MALLEY to CLOSE. PASS by PV.

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTUT to CLOSE UNIONS AND OPEN
STUDENT GROUPS. PASS by UC.

STUDENT GROUPS
A motion was made by WIDMYER-MCDERMOTT to HAVE A 10 MINUTE BREAK. PASS
by UC.

PEACE AND JUSTICE, STUDENTS FOR
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•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by O’MALLEY-ENGEBRETSON to FUND 62928 $190. PASS
by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-HOPINGARDNER to FUND 62514 $150.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to FUND line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $35. PASS by UC.
CHESTNUT-ENGEBRETSON TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC

PEERS REACHING OUT
•

•
•

•

A motion was made by WIDMYER-FOLSOM to fund line item 62280 in the amount of
$800. FAIL by PV.
o A motion was made by GREENFIELD-NELSON to amend line item 62280 TO
$350. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62102 in
the amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62204 in
the amount of $250. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by FORSTAG-WIDMYER to amend line item 62204 to the
amount of $500. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS
by UC.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
•
•

•

•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62102 in
the amount of $375. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORSETE-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62505 in the
amount of $408.25. WITHDRAWN
o A motion was made by GREENFIELD-WIDMYER to amend to the amount to
$102. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-HARRISON to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $149. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by WIDMYER-GREENFIELD to amend to $211.83. FAIL
by PV.
A motion was made by WIDMYER-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $36. FAIL by PV.
o A motion was made by FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON to amend to $84.60. FAIL
by PV.
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•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-HOPINGARDNER to close debate. PASS by
PV.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
•
•
•

A motion was made by SCOTT-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62102 in the amount
of $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62210
in the amount of $80. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by UC.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
•

•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $200. $171.98 PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by FOSSEN-GREENFIELD to AMEND TO $171.98.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-NELSON to close debate. PASS by PV.

A motion was made by Widmyer-McDermott to consider late groups last. Pass by PV.

PRE-HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by GREENFIELD-HOPINGARDNER to fund line 62214 in the
amount of $68.50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62817 in the amount of
$100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MORSETTE-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62309 in the
amount of $120. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by NELSON-HOPINGARDNER to close debate. PASS by UC.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-Name to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $38.97. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62817 in
the amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by UC.
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REINVEST MONTANA
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDER-FORSTAG to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $400. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62204 in
the amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-ENGEBRESTON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by C. SMITH-MCDERMOTT to close debate. PASS by UC.

SACRED ROOTS
•

•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $1900 $1400. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FOLSOM to AMEND TO $1400.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOLSOM-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by PV.

SCHWA
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62802 in the
amount of $240. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-FOLSOM to fund line item 62102 in the amount of
$160. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MEIXNER to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $95.60. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by UC.

SIMPLE TRUTH
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-W. SMITH to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $350. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-NELSON to close debate. PASS by UC.

SOCIAL WORK
•
•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOLSOM-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.
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SPANISH
•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-MCDERMOTT to fund in the amount of $200.
PASS by PV.

TRENDSETTERS
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FOSSEN-WIDMYER to fund line item 62802 in the amount of
$113.67. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $75. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by CARLSON-MEIXNER to fund line item 62505 in the amount
of $81. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by
UC.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
•
•
•

A motion was made by O’MALLEY-MEIXNER to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by UC.

UP TILL DAWN
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-FOLSOM to fund in the amount of $922.23. FAIL
by PV
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62516 in the
amount of $400. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MEIXNER to fund line item 62505 in the
amount of $250. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62516 in
the amount of $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by PV.

VETERAN STUDENTS
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by MEIXNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62505 in the
amount of $200. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-HOPINGARDNER to close debate. PASS by
UC.

VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
•
•

A motion was made by O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 61226 &
61499 in the amount of $797.42. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-C. SMITH to close debate. PASS by PV.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62516 in the
amount of $500. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by UC.

A motion was made to take a one hour break at 1:00PM. Pass by UC.

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-FORSTAG to fund line item 61225 & 61499 in
the amount of $8860.97. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by NELSON-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 61225 & 61499
in the amount of $4401 & $29.49. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-CHAUDHRY to fund line item 62528 in the
amount of $1050. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by PV.

YOUNG LIFE
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $345.30. $172.65 PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-GREENFIELD to AMMEND TO
$172.65. PASS by PV.
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $119.25. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-STORY to close debate. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by WIDMYER-CARLSON to fund line item 62528 in the amount
of $560. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOLSOM-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by PV.

ACTIVE MINDS
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FORSTAG to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $500. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by
UC.

AFRICAN STUDENTS
•

•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $700. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by NELSON-MEIXNER to AMEND TO $600. FAIL by
PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by UC.

AMERICAN INDIAN BUSINESS LEADERS
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-WIDMYER to fund line item 62309 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by UC.

ANIMALS, ADVOCATES FOR
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $400. PASS by PV.
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by GREENFIELD-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $44.99. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-MEIXNER to close debate. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-W. SMITH to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $0. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by UC.

ANIME
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FOSSEN to fund line item 62802 in the amount of
$69.50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-W. SMITH to FUND IN FULL. PASS by PV.

ANTHROPLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62102 in
the amount of $400. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-CHAUDHRY to fund line item 62210 in
the amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-CARLSON to fund line item 62528 in the amount
of $200. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-CARLSON to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $400. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by UC.

ARCHERY
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-O’MALLEY to change line item 62528 to
62801. Pass by UC.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MORSETTE to fund line item 62711 in the
amount of $30. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62801 in the
amount of $500. $700 PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON AMEND TO $700. PASS
by PV.
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•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by
UC.

ATHLETIC TRAINING
•
•
•

•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $1000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER to close debate. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $1500 $400. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by FOLSOM-FOSSEN to AMEND TO $400. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by UC.

BACKCOUNTRY SKI
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $1350. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $175. FAIL by PV.
o A motion was made by WIDMYER-GREENFIELD TO AMEND TO $87.50.
FAILL by PV.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62309 in the
amount of $300. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-W. SMITH to close debate. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62202 in the
amount of $200. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-O’MALLEY to close debate. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-MEIXNER to fund line item 62210 in the amount of
$900. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-FOLSOM to close debate. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62241 in
the amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 6271 in the
amount of $125. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-WIDMYER to close debate. PASS by UC.

O’MALLEY-MCDERMOTT TO TAKE A 10 MINUTE BREAK. PASS BY UC.
BLACK STUDENT UNION
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $200. $100. PASS by PV.
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•
•
•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-O’MALLEY to AMEND TO $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62711 in the amount
of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by UC.

CAVE CLUB
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62204
in the amount of $800. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by UC.

CHI ALPHA
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by GREENFIELD-MEIXNER to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $160. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62801 in the amount
of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62280
in the amount of $42. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by UC.

CIRCLE K
•

•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62801 in the
amount of $1400$1050. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by GREENFIELD-STORY to AMEND TO $600.
WITHDRAWN
o A motion was made by O’MALLEY-GREENFIELD to AMEND TO $1050.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS
by UC.

CIRCUS CLUB
•

•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $800.$680. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-W. SMITH to AMEND TO $680.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MEIXNER to close debate.
WITHDRAWN
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-MEIXNER to INCREASE line item 62102 in the
amount of $120. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by CARLSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62711 in the amount
of $240. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-W. SMITH to fund line item 62280 in the amount of
$120. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by PV.

CLIMINGING CLUB
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-W. SMITH to fund line item 62801 in the amount of
$120. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-C. SMITH to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $125.86. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-CHAUDHRY to fund line item 62202 in the amount
of $89.78. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by UC.

COLLECTIBLE CARD-GAME
•

•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62202 in the
amount of $100. Pass/Fail by Type of vote.
o A motion was made by FOSSEN-WIDMYER to AMEND TO $140. FAIL by
PV.
o A motion was made by WIDMYER-O’MALLEY AMEND TO $200. PASS by
PV.
A motion was made to close debate. PASS by UC.

COLLEGES AGAINST CANCER
•

•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $1000.$800 PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by MEIXNER-GREENFIELD to AMEND TO of $800.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS
by UC.

CRAFTERS
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-MEIXNER to fund line item 92711 in the amount of
$180. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $30. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-FORSTAG to fund line item 62280 in the amount
of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made to close debate. PASS by UC.

CRU
•
•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $300. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

CUTBANK
•

•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the amount of
$4070$2515. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by MEIXNER-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item Action
in the amount of $251. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-HOPINGARDNER to close debate. PASS
by UC.

DANCE
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $1000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by UC.

DEBATE
•
•
•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-W. SMITH to fund line item 62241 in the amount of
$200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62801 in the
amount of $50. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

DISABILITY, ALLIANCE FOR STUDENTS
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-CHAUDHRY to fund line item 61225 &
61499 in the amount of $3984 & $27.89. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. FAIL by
PV.
A motion was made by SCOTT-W.SMITH to fund line item 62711 in the amount of
$100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-W. SMITH to fund line item 62385 in the amount of
$100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214
in the amount of $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-W. SMITH to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MORSETTE-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by UC.

A MOTION WAS MADE TO HAVE DINNER AT 8PM. PASS BY PV.

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 61226 &
61499 in the amount of $292 & $6.52. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-GREENFIELD to close debate. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 6224 in the
amount of $61.50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62210 in
the amount of $240.76. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-GREENFIELD to close debate. PASS by UC.

ENTERTAINMENT MANAGEMENT
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62802 in the
amount of $489. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 6802 in the
amount of $129. PASS by UC
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62214 in
the amount of $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $150. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS
by UC.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
•
•
•

A motion was made by GREENFIELD-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $75. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-W. SMITH to fund line item 62102 in the amount of
$150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-C. SMITH to fund $0. WITHDRAWN
$700 of line item 62817 was moved to line item 62528 by UC
A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62528 in the
amount of $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by NELSON-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

FIRE ECOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
•
•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-MEIXNER to fund line item 62210 in the amount of
$495.23. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-BUNDY to close debate. PASS by UC.

FOOD SHED
•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62802 in the
amount of $30. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62210
in the amount of $298. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by LA’A-W. SMITH to close debate. PASS by UC.

FORESTRY STUDENT ASSOC.
•
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62102 in
the amount of $2200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-W. SMITH to fund line item 62204 in the amount of
$422.10. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by PV.
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FORESTERS, SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-W. SMITH to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $300. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62801 in the
amount of $40. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-W. SMITH to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by UC.

FORUM FOR LAT (FLAT)
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-FORSTAG to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $20.99. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNGER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item
62817 in the amount of $279.44. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FOLSOM to close debate. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62711 in
the amount of $9.49. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-W. SMITH to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $134.26. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by
UC.

FRENCH
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-W. SMITH to APPROVE IN FULL. PASS
by PV.

GEOGRAPHY
•
•
•

•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-LA’A to fund IN FULL. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-FOSSEN to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $40. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-MEIXNER to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $120. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MCDERMOTT to AMEND TO
$192. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by UC.
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GERONTOLOGY
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $128.2. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62505 in the
amount of $110. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62880 in the
amount of $52.0. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-SCOTT to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $40. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by PV.

A MOTION WAS MADE FOR A ONE HOUR BREAK AT 8PM. PASS BY UC.

GLOBAL GRIZZLIES
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FOSSEN-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62102 in the amount of
$400. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214
in the amount of $240. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-MEIXNER to fund line item 62802 in the
amount of $48. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-GREENFIELD to close debate. PASS by PV.

GRIZ FOR UNICEF
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62528 in the
amount of $500. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

GRIZZLY SERVICE
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-NELSON to close debate. PASS by UC.

GRIZZLY STRONG
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•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MEIXNER to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $500. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $500. PASS by PV
A motion was made by MEIXNER-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by PV.

HILLEL
•
•
•

•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-LA’A to fund line item 62280 in the amount of
$15. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62204 in
the amount of $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-LA’A to fund line item 62817 in the amount of
$120$360. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by MEIXNER-W. SMITH AMEND TO $360. PASS by
PV.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-HOPINGARDNER to close debate. PASS by UC.

HONORS STUDENT
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-W. SMITH to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $172. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-SCOTT to close debate. PASS by UC.

INDIGENOUS FILMMAKERS
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-GREENFIELD to close debate. PASS by
UC.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS ASSOC
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FORSTAG to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $40. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $200. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by PV.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62516 in the
amount of $350. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $400. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by PV.

INTERVARSITY
•

•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FOSSEN to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $350. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by CARLSON-GREENFIELD to AMEND TO $250.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $120. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62802 in the
amount of $116. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by UC.

IOTA, IOTA, IOTA
•

•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-FOSSEN to fund line item 62214 in the amount of
$250$125. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by GREENFIELD-O’MALLEY to AMMEND TO $125.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FORSTAG to fund line item 62604 in the
amount of $50. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-GREENFIELD to close debate. PASS by PV.

IRISH
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62514 in the amount
of $30. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-FORSTAG to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $75. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62102
in the amount of $75. FAIL by PV.
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FOLSOM-W. SMITH to fund line item 62202 in the amount of
$45. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-O’MALLEY to fund line item 6214 in the
amount of $75. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by SCOTT-GREENFIELD to close debate. PASS by UC.

JAMILA
•
•
•

A motion by MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON to table until after the dinner break. Pass
by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62214 in
the amount of $30. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by PV.

JAPANESE STUDENT
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62817 in
the amount of $450. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-W. SMITH to fund line item 62880 in the
amount of $400. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62214 in the amount of
$30. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-NELSON to close debate. PASS by PV.

LAMBDA ALLIANCE
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-MEIXNER to fund line item 62204 in the amount of
$500. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in
the amount of $200. PASSED unanimously.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-W. SMITH to close debate. PASS by PV.

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
•
•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62516 in the amount
of $400. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $30. PASSED unanimously.
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•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by PV.

LIBERTY, STUDENTS FOR
•

•
•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of 251.20 $400. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by MEIXNER-W. SMITH to AMEND line item 62204 in
the amount of $251.20. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $40. PASSED unanimously.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-MEIXNER to close debate. PASSED unanimously.

LINGUISTICS
•

•
•
•

A motion was made by MEIXNER-FOLSOM to fund line item 62102 in the amount of
$300. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER -ENGEBRETSON to AMEND line
item 62102 in the amount of $200. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $30. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-MEIXNER to fund line item 62280 in the amount of
$60. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FORSTAG to close debate. PASS by PV.

LONGBOARDING
•

•

A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FORSTAG to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $196 $296. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by GREENFIELD-HARRISON to AMEND line item
62214 in the amount of $196. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-W. SMITH to fund line item 62202 in the amount of
$120. PASS unanimously.
• A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASSED
unanimously.

MEDIEVAL COMBAT
•

A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FITZGERALD to fund line item 62202 in the
amount of $85. FAIL by PV.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FITZGERALD to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $25. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FITZGERALD to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $55. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FITZGERALD to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $120. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FITZGERALD to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $35. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FITZGERALD to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $45. FAIL by PV.
MOTION WAS MADE TO FUND EVERYTHING EXCEPT 62817 BY
MEIXNER/ENGEBRETSON, PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
• A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-HOPINGARDNER to close debate.
PASSED unanimously.

MINISTRY OF MAGIC
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by GREENFIELD-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62202 in the
amount of $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $30. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62881 in the
amount of $30. PASSED unanimously.
A motion was made by MORSETTE-W. SMITH to fund line item 62817 in the amount
of $25. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. PASS unanimously.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-MEIXNER to close debate. PASSED
unanimously.

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
•
•

A motion was made by Name-Name to fund line item Action in the amount of $Item.
Pass/Fail by Type of vote.
A motion was made by Name-Name to close debate. Pass/Fail by Type of vote.

MODEL ARAB LEAGUE
•

A motion was made by GREENFIELD-NELSON to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
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•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by PV.

MORTAR BOARD
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62505 in the amount
of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62516 in the
amount of $50. PASSED unanimously.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by PV.

MOUNT OF OLIVES
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $320. PASSED unanimously.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER to close debate. PASSED
unanimously.

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CARLSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62514 in the amount
of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-MEIXNER to close debate. PASSED
unanimously.

NATIVE AMERICAN LAW STUDENT
•

•
•
•

A motion was made by STORY-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $200. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by KRONENBERG-CHESTNUT to AMEND line item
62102 in the amount of $400. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62801 in the amount of
$50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-MCDERMOTT to close debate. PASSED
unanimously.
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NONPROFIT LEADERSHIP
•
•
•

A motion was made by GREENFIELD-FOLSOM to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62241 in the
amount of $57. PASSED unanimously.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-MEIXNER to close debate. PASS by PV.

NON-VIOLENCE, ADVOCATES FOR
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FOLSOM to close debate. PASSED unanimously.

ONE THOUSAND NEW GARDENS
•

•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $584.80 $1000. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by MEIXNER-GREENFIELD to AMEND line item 62210
in the amount of $584.80. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-W.SMITH to close debate. PASSED unanimously .

OPERATION SMILE
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-CHAUDHRY to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $180. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FOSSEN to fund line item 62241 in the
amount of $30. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-FOSSEN to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $37. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

OVAL
•
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-FORSTAG to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $1006.66. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-W. SMITH to fund line item 62309 in the
amount of $125. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT to close debate. PASS by UC.
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RUSSIAN
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62817 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-FOLSOM to close debate. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62280 in
the amount of $50. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by UC.

UM UNITED
•
•

•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62102
in the amount of $400. FAILL by PV
A motion was made by FORSTAG-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by GREENFIELD-C. SMITH TO AMEND TO $150.
FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by NELSON-MCDERMOTT to close debate. PASS by UC.

CAMAS
•

•

•

A motion was made by W. SMITH-FOLSOM to fund line item 66214 in the amount of
$3000$2542. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by GREENFIELD-ENGEBRETSON to AMEND TO
$2542. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $370.$324 PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON to AMEND TO $324.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-MCDERMOTT to close debate. PASS by UC.

CRIMINOLOGY
•

•
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $150. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to AMEND TO $60.
FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-FOSSEN to fund line item 62241 in the amount of
$50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by C. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by PV.
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FILMMAKERS
•

•

A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62102
in the amount of $1000$800. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by FOSSEN-GREENFIELD to AMEND TO $800. PASS
by UC.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-FOLSOM to close debate. PASS by UC.

MARKETING
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $200. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62241 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MORSETTE-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $100. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by FOSSEN-CHAUDHRY to close debate. PASS by UC.

NORDIC SKI
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62280 in
the amount of $25.91. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by STORY-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62210 in the amount of
$245.19. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-O’MALLEY to close debate. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-FOSSEN to fund line item 62202 in the amount
of $215.78. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MEIXNER-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

A MOTION WAS MADE TO TAKE A 15 MINUTE BREAK. PASS BY PV

ASUM AGENCIES
A MOTION WAS MADE BY FOSSEN-FORSTAG TO APPROVE AGENCIES AS A
SLATE. FAIL BY PV.
CHILD CARE
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•
•
•

A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM to OPEN CHILD CARE. PASS by
PV
A motion was made by KELLER-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62225 WITH AN
ADDITONAL $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WIDMYER-KELLER to close debate. PASS by UC.

A MOTION WAS MADE BY W. SMITH-FOLSOM TO APPROVE AGENCIES AS A
SLATE. PASS BY PV

SPORTS UNION
•
•
•

A MOTION WAS MADE BY ENGEBRETSON-FOLSOM TO OPEN SPORTS
CLUB UNION. PASS BY UC.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to INCREASE ER in the amount
of $2798.48. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON to close debate. PASS by
UC.

MUSIC UNION
•
•
•

A MOTION WAS MADE BY FORSTAG-O’MALLEY TO OPEN MUSIC UNION.
PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-O’MALLEY to INCREASE ER BY $1572.75.
PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-HOPINGARDNER to close MUSIC UNION.
PASS by UC.

A MOTION WAS MADE BY GREENFIELD-CHESTNUT TO APPROVE UNIONS. PASS
BY UC.
STUDENT GROUPS
PHYSICAL THERAPY
•
•
•

FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $95.40. PASS by PV.
FOLSOM-FORSTAG TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
•
•

W. SMITH-GREENFIELD TO OPEN PI SIGMA ALPHA. PASS BY PV
A motion was made by W. SMITH-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $45. PASS by PV.
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•

HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
•

CHAUDHRY-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. PASS BY FAIL BY PV.

PRE-HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
•
•
•

CARLSON-CHESTNUT TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by CARLSON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62309 in the amount
of $50. PASS by PV.
MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY PV.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
•

HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

SCHWA
•
•

•
•

FORSTAG-O’MALLEY TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-MEIXNER to fund line item 62280 in the amount of
$80.72$70. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-MCDERMOTT to AMEND TO
$70. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $12.53. FAIL by PV.
FOLSOM-HOPINGARDNER TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC

SIMPLE TRUTH
•
•
•

WIDMYER-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by WIDMYER-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. PASS by UC.
KRONENBERG-WIDMYER TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

SOCIAL WORK
•

MCDERMOTT-W. SMITH TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.
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TRENDSETTERS
•
•
•

WIDMYER-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by WIDMYER-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. PASS by UC.
FORSTAG-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

UM UNITED
•

FOLSOM-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

UP TILL DAWN
•
•
•
•
•

FORSTAG-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the amount of
$75. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-FOLSOM to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $30. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-FORSTAG to fund line item 62210 in the amount of
$101.11. PASS by PV.
GREENFIELD-HOPINGARDNER TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

VETERAN STUDNTS
•
•
•
•

CHESTNUT-ENGEBRETSON TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 6214 in the
amount of $50. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by WIDMYER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62210 WITH
AN ADDITIONAL $200. WITHDRAWN
CARLSON-O’MALLEY TO CLOSE. PASS WITH PV.

VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
•

WIDMYER-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
•
•

O’MALLEY-W. SMITH TO OPEN. PASS BY UC.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $400. PASS by PV.
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•

CHESTNUT-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
•
•
•
•

FORSTAG-FOSSEN TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-CHAUDHRY to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $148.50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-CHAUDHRY to fund line item 62280 in
the amount of $75. PASS by PV.
FORSTAG-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

YOUNG LIFE
•

CARLSON-W. SMITH TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

ACTIVE MINDS
•
•
•

HOPINGARDNER-FORSTAG TO OPEN.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214
in the amount of $100. PASS by PV.
MCDERMOTT-MEIXNER TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

AMERICAN INDIAN BUSINESS LEADERS
•

HOPINGARDNER-MCDERMOTT TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV

ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENT
•
•
•

O’MALLEY-FOSLOM TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $400. PAS by UC.
KRONENBERG-ENGEBRETSON TO CLOSE. PASS BY PV.

ATHLETIC TRAINING
•
•

CARLSON-WIDMYER TO TO OPEN. PASS BY PV
A motion was made by CARLSON-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62210 in the
amount of $300. PASS by UC.
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62102 IN AN
ADDITIONAL $1100. FAIL by PV.
FORSTAG-NELSON TO CLOSE. FAIL BY PV.
A motion was made by KRONENBERG-W. SMITH to fund line item 62204 AN
ADDITONAL $500. PASS by PV.
CHAUDHRY-NELSON TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

BACKCOUNTRY SKI
•

GREENFIELD-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

BLACK STUDENT UNION
•

MORSETTE-CHAUDHRY TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV

CAMAS
•

WIDMYER-W. SMITH TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

CAVE CLUB
•

HOPINGARDNER-MORSETTE TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

CIRCLE K
•

NELSON-SCOTT TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

CIRCUS CLUB
•
•
•
•
•

MCDERMOTT-CHAUDHRY TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-GREENFIELD to fund line item 62881 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-WIDMYER to fund line item 62280 WITH
AN ADDITIONAL $80. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHAUDHRY-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62102 WITH AN
ADDITIONAL $120. WITHDRAWN.
KRONENBERG-O’MALLEY TO CLOSE. PASS WITH UC.
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COLLECTIBLE CARD-GAME
•

FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

COLLEGES AGAINST CANCER
•

KELLER-C.SMITH TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

CRIMINOLOGY
•

WIDMYER-FOSSEN TO OPEN. WITHDRAWN

CUTBANK
•

FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

DANCE
•

FOSSEN-O’MALLEY TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

DEBATE
•

HOPINGARDNER-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

DISABILITY, ALLIANCE FOR STUDENTS
•

FOSSEN-ENGEBRETSON TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
•
•
•
•
•

HARRISON-O’MALLEY TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-O’MALLEY to fund line item 62210 WITH AN
ADDITIONAL $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $61.50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by WIDMYER-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $37. PASS by PV.
FOLSOM-CHESTNUT TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.
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ENTERTAINMENT MANAGEMENT
•
•
•

C. SMITH-MCDERMOTT TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by C. SMITH-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62304 in the
amount of $50. PASS by UC.
FOSSEN-CHAUDHRY TO CLOSE. PASS BY PV.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
•

GREENFIELD-C. SMITH TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP
•
•
•
•

O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-W. SMITH to fund line item 62528 AN
ADDITIONAL $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by W. SMITH-WIDMYER to fund line item 62528 AN
ADDITIONAL $75. PASS by PV.
MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

MEIXNER-W. SMITH FOR A 5 MIN BREAK. PASS BY PV.

FILMMAKERS
•
•
•

HARRISON-MORSETTE TO OPEN. PASS BY PV
A motion was made by HARRISON-WIDMYER to fund line item 62102 AN
ADDITIONAL $400. PASS by PV.
MEIXNER-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

FIRE ECOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
•
•
•

CHESTNUT-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $75. PASS by PV.
GREENFIELD-CHESTNUT TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

FOOD SHED
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•
•
•

HOPINGARDNER-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-ENGEBRETSON to fund line item 62214
in the amount of $40. PASS by PV.
CARLSON-GREENFIELD TO CLOSE. PASS BY PV.

FORESTRY STUDENT ASSOC
•
•

MORSETTE-LA’A TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.
O’MALLEY-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. FAIL PV.

FORESTERS, SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
•
•
•

•

FORSTAG-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-FOLSOM to fund line item 62711 in the amount of
$30. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-FOLSOM to fund line item 62214 in the
amount of $60. PASS by PV.
o A motion was made by CHESTNUT-HOPINGARDNER AMEND TO $100.
FAIL by PV.
HOPINGARDNER-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

GEOGRAPHY
•

C.SMITH-HARRISON TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

GERONTOLOGY
•
•
•

CHESTNUT-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-W. SMITH to fund line item 62505 in the amount
of $110. PASS by UC.
O’MALLEY-FITZGERALD TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

GLOBAL GRIZZLIES
•

WIDMYER-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

GRIZ FOR UNICEF
•

FORSTAG-O’MALLEY TO OPEN. PASS BY UC
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•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-W. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the amount of
$68.46. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62241 in the
amount of $44.86. PASS by UC.
MCDERMOTT-GREENFIELD TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

GRIZZLY SERVICE
•

GREENFIELD-FOSSEN TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

GRIZZLY STRONG
•

ENGEBRETSON-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

HILLEL
•
•
•
•
•

MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM to fund line item 62204 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-C. SMITH to fund line item 62214 in the amount of
$78. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-FOSSEN to fund line item 62817 AN
ADDITIONAL $90. PASS by PV.
MCDERMOTT-HOPINGARDNER TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

HONORS STUDENT
•

WIDMYER-C. SMITH TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

INFORMATION SYSTMES
•
•
•

MCDERMOTT-WIDMYER TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-CARSLON to fund line item 62280 in the
amount of $120. PASS by PV.
MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
•

O’MALLEY-FORSTAG TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
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•
•
•

A motion was made by O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62528 in the
amount of $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-WIDMYER to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $100. FAIL by PV.
KRONENBERG-O’MALLEY TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

INVERVARSITY
•

MCDERMOTT-ENGEBRETSON TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

IOTA IOTA IOTA
•

CHAUDHRY-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

IRISH CLUB
•
•
•
•
•

FOSSEN-WIDMYER TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-FITZGERALD to fund line item 62214 AN
ADDITIONAL $5. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-WIDMYER to fund line item 62102 in the amount
of $75. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-WIDMYER to fund line item 62528 in the
amount of $75. PASS by PV.
FITZGERALD-CHESTNUT TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

JAMILA
•

HOPINGARDNER-GREENFIELD TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

JAPANESE STUDENT
•

HOPINGARDNER-MORSETTE TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

LAMBDA ALLIANCE
•
•

O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 61225 &
61499 in the amount of $2254 & $15.78. PASS by PV.
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•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT to AMEND line item 61225 TO
$1690.50 AND BENEFITS. FAIL by PV.
WIDMYER-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

LIBERTY, STUDENTS FOR
•

ENGEBRETSON-C. SMITH TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

LINGUISTICS CLUB
•

HOPINGARDNER-CARLSON TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

LONGBOARDING
•

WIDMYER-HOPINGARDNER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

MINISTRY OF MAGIC
•

GREENFIELD-FOSSEN TO OPEN. FAILS BY PV.

MORTAR BOARD
•
•
•

O’MALLEY-FOSSEN TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by O’MALLEY-CHESTNUT to fund line item 62102 in the
amount of $70. PASS by PV.
FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

MOUNT OF OLIVES
•

GREENFIELD-WIDMYER TO OPEN. FAIL BY PV.

NONPROFIT LEADERSHIP
•
•
•

FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-WIDMYER to fund line item 62214 in the amount
of $132.50. PASS by PV.
FORSTAG-MCDERMOTT TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.
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ONE THOUSAND NEW GARDENS
•
•
•
•
•

FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62210 AN
ADDITONAL $415.20. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by SCOTT-FOLSOM to fund line item 62505 in the amount of
$163.60. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-SCOTT to fund line item 62214 in the amount of
$66. FAIL by PV.
HOPINGARDNER-SCOTT TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

OPERATION SMILE
•
•
•

FOSSEN-KELLER TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by FOSSEN-W. SMITH to fund line item 62280 in the amount of
$150. PASS by UC.
KRONENBERG-CHESTNUT TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

OVAL
•
•
•

GREENFIELD-FOSSEN TO OPEN. PASS BY PV.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-MCDERMOTT to fund line item 62214 AN
ADDITIONAL $503.34. PASS by UC.
MCDERMOTT-FOLSOM TO CLOSE. PASS BY UC.

A MOTION WAS MADE BY O’MALLEY-MCDERMOTT TO OPEN PLANNED
PARENTHOOD. PASS BY PV
•
•
•
•

•

A motion was made by O’MALLEY-WIDMYER to fund line item 62204 AN
ADDITIONAL $28.02. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by MCDERMOTT-HOPINGARDNER to fund line item 62214 in
the amount of $24.99. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by HOPINGARDNER-FORSTAG-Name to fund line item 62309
in the amount of $73.50. FAIL by PV.
NELSON-ENGEBRETSON TO CLOSE. PASS BY PV.

A MOTION WAS MADE BY FITZGERALD-MORSETTE TO OPEN GLOBAL
GRIZZLIES. FAIL BY PV.
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•

A MOTION WAS MADE BY W. SMITH-GREENFIELD TO APPROVE STUDENT
GROUPS AS A SLATE. PASS BY PV.

•

A MOTION WAS MADE BY STORY-FOLSOM TO ADD $2,563.35 TO TRAVEL.
PASS BY PV.
o A MOTION WAS MADE BY GREENFIELD-NELSON TO AMMEND TO
MOVE $2,000 TO TRAVEL. FAIL BY PV.

•

A MOTION WAS MADE BY FORSTAG-GREENFIELD TO APPROVE THE FY17
BUDGET. PASS BY PV.

A MOTION WAS PASSED BY UC TO ADJOURN THE MEETING.

